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The changing advertising economy has created
tremendous challenges for brands, but they have been
armed with potent tools for success: consumer data
and advertising technology. This is a look at the ways in
which data has shaped brand spending to date and
what will change going forward.

As programmatic advertising completes its transition
from growth to maturity, the programmatic ecosystem
will go through many of the same processes that all
mature industries face. An examination of how brands
will continue to audit their programmatic campaigns to
squeeze margins and improve accountability.

Brands will finally engage at scale with addressable
messaging to TV audiences. Linear addressable and
OTT advertising still makes up a small fraction of total
video-related ad budgets, but this section examines
how that is changing, and what the future of
addressable messaging looks like.

For the past decade, brands have focused almost
entirely on targeting to deliver one creative to the
perfect consumer at the perfect time. An investigation
into how extensive consumer data can be leveraged to
personalize and enhance creative to improve campaign
impact and outcomes.
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Data has Defined Digital Advertising
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The advertising economy has changed more rapidly in
the past decade than at any previous time. The consumer
shift from traditional media formats to digital channels
has created both a tremendous number of challenges
and also opportunities for advertisers. Brands are
engaging with a far more fragmented landscape than
ever before, but they have been armed with a potent tool
for success: consumer data.

There are lots of ways that brands can leverage
consumer data to improve campaign outcomes. The most
developed include digital HVA targeting, addressable
messaging, sequential messaging, and personalized and
enhanced creative among other things. Experiments and
experience have shown that all of these can improve
campaign effectiveness, but to date most of them have
been underused. Brands have only fully engaged with
digital targeting through programmatic techniques.

Even that single use of data has transformed what is
expected out of a campaign from planning, to targeting,
execution, measurement, attribution, and post-campaign

learning. Digital targeting has produced such
tremendous results that brands haven’t needed to
engage with other technologies; it attracted most of the
innovation.

As digital spending has skyrocketed, from $23 billion in
2009, to more than $100 billion today, brands have also
been able to leverage an increasing volume of insights
into each consumer. Below is an indication of the data
fueling incremental insights into digital campaigns over
time (not necessarily when those technologies were
available, but when they were mainstream for most
advertisers).

New data regulations and pressures on public companies
are introducing limitations to the granularity of available
consumer insights. Without better insights on consumers
and impressions, brands will be incentivized to engage
with technologies that go beyond just finding the right
digital inventory at the right time to continue to push the
envelope on campaign effectiveness.
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Peak Data: Why, and What’s Next?
There are multiple reasons to believe the continual
improvement in granularity of insights that brands have
about consumers will slow in the intermediate term.

The first is that with the current level of insights,
advertisers know a tremendous amount about each
individual consumer. From online browsing behavior, to
Device ID, to CRM data, to offline sales, to social
monitoring, and more, each consumer has few secrets
remaining regarding their consumption interests. Even if
there were no additional factors in play, it would still be
increasingly difficult to find something incrementally
meaningful about each consumer and correspondingly
each impression.

Going from absolutely zero targeting, to targeting based
on demographics and web site visitation behavior, has a
massive impact on impact and efficiency. The first wave
of programmatic advertising in digital was a revolution.
With each subsequent innovation and new data source,
however, there were fewer and fewer low hanging
opportunities. There are diminishing returns to all things,
and the consumer data landscape has been scoured
clean of most of its value.

The first headwind to incremental data granularity, are
new regulatory pressures in the advertising economy.
Not only has GDPR already put a damper on the
availability of 3rd party data in the marketplace, but the
California Consumer Privacy Act raises the specter of
further headwinds to come (not to mention other state-
specific legislation, or the prospect of future federal
legislation post-administration changes).

The most important impact on the data ecosystem,
however, is not the actual impact of the regulations, but
the public company response. Regional regulations, like
GDPR, are almost certain to be adopted globally because
the difficulty of parsing audiences across the internet.
Furthermore, because privacy protections now have a
social premium with consumers, many companies are
emphasizing how effective a caretaker they are of
consumer data.

Companies are also taking this opportunity to lock more
data behind walled garden limits. Because there are so
many moving parts to new regulations, and it’s very
difficult to track exactly what initiatives will bring
companies into compliance, and which ones will better
protect consumer information, publishers are more
reluctant than ever to share data outside of their own
closed ecosystem in the name of privacy. Over the past
year, Facebook has limited targeting options eight
separate times under the banner of protecting privacy.
Google limited their DoubleClick ID to their own
ecosystem a year ago in order to promote privacy. Mark
Zuckerberg released an op-ed early in 2019 calling for
more global privacy regulation. The biggest companies
will seize this opportunity to circle the wagons on their
data and reinforce walled gardens.

The bottom line is that there is no longer a tailwind to
new incremental data, and the best case scenario is that
the existing consumer data landscape remains the same
rather than regressing.

In this new reality, brands will pivot their focus from
finding the right inventory at all costs, and will instead
shift their focus to improving campaigns in other to-date
underserved areas. Brands have achieved messaging to
the right consumer, at the right time, for the right cost.
Now they have to explore delivering the right message as
well.
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What Does That Mean for Brands?
Brands will have to leverage what resources they already
have to improve campaign outcomes in ways that don’t
just require more and more granular audience targeting.
They will do this in three ways:

1) Improving the efficiency of digital campaigns by
consolidating partners, streamlining processes, and
adding accountability

2) Broadening the scope of where existing data is
leveraged, particularly in TV and OTT

3) Leveraging the existing trove of consumer data not
just to target the best inventory, but also to improve
creative and enhance the consumer experience

Regarding #1, advertisers are first going to go back and
clean up areas where there has been the most change,
specifically programmatic advertising. When growth is
extremely high as it was in the early days of
programmatic development, all bets are off in terms of
ensuring that every step of the campaign process is
streamlined, efficient, and held accountable to high
standards. It’s not that brands are not trying to execute
programmatic campaigns efficiently, it’s just that when
growth is so robust and the landscape is changing so
quickly, the demands of moving quickly do not allow for
layers of testing along the way.

Once things start to mature, however, many small
transgressions no longer seem so insignificant. A few
extra fees here or there, or an inefficient path to
purchase, suddenly become critical roadblocks to a cost-
efficient programmatic campaign. Growth in
programmatic ad spending will be less than 20% this year
as already the vast majority of transactions are executed
programmatically. Rather than piling on with more
spending, or leveraging deeper consumer targeting data,
the lowest hanging fruit for brands is making sure what’s
already in place is being executed as efficiently as
possible.

The second area of focus in this new plateaued data
reality is on expanding the usage of consumer data. In
digital media, ads are laser-targeted with a very high
degree of precision. In addressable advertising and OTT,
on the other hand, brands are still using only the most
basic of targeting and with limited scope. Furthermore,
while consumers have shown little tolerance for targeted
ads when they’re not relevant, consumers are receptive
to more helpful advertising that appears at the right
moment, whether targeted or not, in which case it’s an
engaging and compelling experience.

For example, there is a huge amount of potential to use
the existing depth of consumer information to ramp up
ad spending in OTT. This is the biggest disconnect
between ad spending and consumer time spent, and as a
result brands will move quickly to ramp up targeted video
spending outside of PC and Mobile.

The third and final opportunity brands will pivot to, is on
the creative side of the ledger. Today, very few
campaigns are using data and technology to ensure
creative is appropriate for every impression, and are
instead just blanketing highly targeted users with the
same creative, any improvements on the creative side
will improve results significantly.

Impressions are laser-targeted down to precise
moments, but creative is hardly leveraging even the
most basic data such as demographics, behavior, and
CRM data (laid out previously in the ‘early phase’ of
available data). Less than 2% of campaigns are
leveraging dynamic creative. Dynamically delivering
different creative iterations on the fly on PC and Mobile,
as well as creating more engrossing creative ad formats
across OTT, will move the needle significantly on results.

97%
83%

68% 55%
29% 25% 22% 18%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Programmatic Growth Matures

71%

2%

Programmatically 
Targeted

Leveraging Dynamic 
Creative

Display and Video Campaigns (2019)

Source: MAGNA
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Transparency & Accountability
Transparency has been a rallying cry in the
programmatic space for several years. Because of the
sheer volume of interested parties in an average
programmatic transaction, it’s very difficult to ensure
everybody is following agreements, and it’s very easy for
parties to lose trust in other actors. Despite brands and
publishers calling for improvements in transparency,
viewability, brand safety and reducing fraud, until
recently the marketplace was primarily focused on
developing ancillary verification services to ensure that
impressions were real and valuable.

Lately the focus has shifted to one of streamlining
processed, consolidating partners, and adding
accountability across the entire programmatic value
chain. Brands want to make sure the path to the
consumer is optimized, and to ensure they’re paying the
right counterparties, and paying as little as possible to
get the inventory wanted.

Fraud and fee gaming is widespread enough, and now
that programmatic growth is maturing, advertisers are
focused on operationalizing the programmatic
environment. This began with ads.txt and the shift to 1st

price auction dynamics last year (see MAGNA Spring
2018 Programmatic Intelligence Report). Those went a
long way towards combatting fee gaming, removing
confusion from the auction process, and squeezing
illegitimate middlemen out of the equation.

As with all industries, as the programmatic ecosystem
becomes more and more mature, margins and fees are
being scrutinized. Innovation, diversification, and novelty
all have value premiums in advertising. DSPs and
programmatic exchanges have seen an erosion of these
three qualities over time. Inventory access is
substantially identical across exchanges, and
functionality is substantially identical. Furthermore,

programmatic advertising is no longer the new kid on the
block; in the advertising world a technology more than a
decade old is well past middle age. As a result, tech
platforms have to compete on cost, and the easier it is to
lift out exactly how much is being charged for what
value, the easier it is for brands to partner with only the
cheapest tech options.

Finally, since its inception, programmatic advertising was
seen by brands as a more cost-efficient way to access
their desired audiences. As premium inventory entered
the programmatic ecosystem, prices increased, but in
today’s advertising reality savings are always a primary
goal. For this reason, cutting out non-viewable, or
fraudulent impressions was always a double-edged sword
for many brands. Yes, it ensured that all impressions
were real valuable consumers, but optically it did serve
to increase prices and decrease volume metrics as a
result. Squeezing prices of the ad tech ecosystem, and
compressing the transaction tech tax to programmatic
campaigns, is something that brands can universally get
behind.

There are 3 primary developments in the marketplace
that will dominate the evolution of programmatic
advertising throughout 2019:

1) The implementation of ads.cert (detailed on the
following page), which helps to combat many kinds
of fraud that weren’t stopped by ads.txt.

2) Increased engagement with supply path optimization,
to ensure that the path between buyer and seller is
the most direct possible, with every piece of
technology on the way adding value commensurate
to its price.

3) The addition of smart contracts and automated
contractual verification to the digital purchase
process.

Ad Format 
Fraud

Unnecessary 
Transaction Costs

Lack of 
Accountability

Brands & 
Publishers
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Ads.cert: Closing the Door on Fraud
Fraud is one of the largest issues in the programmatic
marketplace. While it might not have any more impact on
the value (or lack thereof) of an impression than lack of
viewability, it is a more significant issue in the minds of
brands. Nobody wants to pay for something that they
didn’t actually receive.

Combating fraud has been a staple in the programmatic
space for years. Last year saw a significant upswing in
the adoption of ads.txt which was designed to solve
domain spoofing. There are many other forms of fraud
and spoofing going on, however. Ads.cert is a new
innovation that is part of the OpenRTB 3.0 protocol that
combats different but equally programmatic fraudulent
methods.

Ads.txt was implemented to curtail domain spoofing,
where someone disguises the site they are representing,
and is selling inventory at a mark-up to profit from
arbitrage. This results in a situation where a too-small
share of proceeds go to the publisher compared to
intermediaries reselling inventory at a markup. In
addition, because ads.txt is a text file that is added to a
publisher website stating what marketplaces have the
right to sell their official inventory, there was the ability
for middlemen to still be on the ads.txt list just by
tricking publishers. Furthermore, because it was a
manual file, there was the risk of transcription errors
which could potentially have significant business
implications.

Ads.cert, on the other hand, is a tool that ensures the
format of an ad is correct and prevents ad format
spoofing. It is created by the IAB Tech Lab to be
implemented globally. In the programmatic ecosystem,
there are various indicators that tell a buyer how
valuable a piece of inventory is going to be. These
include domain, location, IP address, device, position on
page, impressions type, and many other factors. All of
these can be modified to make a piece of inventory look
like it’s more valuable than it really is.

Fraud of this nature can take the form of selling a tiny
interactive banner but indicating to programmatic
buyers that it was a full screen video ad. There are many
instances of MPUs (mid-page units) being sold as pre-
roll video, a much more valuable format. Ads.cert can
verify that the indications being sent about the format of
an ad are accurate, verified, and unmodified during
transit. In addition, Ads.cert is far more technologically
secure. It’s not simply a text file like ads.txt, but rather a
cryptographically secured signature. Fake impressions
happen because fraudsters can manipulate ad variables
anywhere down the ad supply chain. Ads.cert is intended
to stop this from happening.

Adoption is going to be far slower than ads.txt, however.
The implementation hurdle for ads.txt was extremely
small; publishers merely had to add a text file to their
website, and still significant adoption took ~18 months.
Ads.cert requires implementing the OpenRTB 3.0
protocol on a site, which has not-insignificant
engineering costs associated with it. Not only does this
mean that current adoption of Ads.cert is essentially
zero, but also that full adoption will take years.

Ads.txt 
adoption: 

82%
Ads.cert: still 

waiting for 
launch

Source: Pixalate, MAGNA
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Supply Path Optimization: Squeezing Fees
Fraud is just one element of how the programmatic
landscape is being molded into fighting shape now that
brands and publishers are finally pivoting their focus
from spending growth and data granularity. Another big
component is supply path optimization.

Unlike combating fraud, or low viewability, supply path
optimization is not focused on avoiding valueless
impressions. Instead, supply path optimization is an
attempt to find the most efficient path between buyer
and seller, with the fewest number of intermediary fees.
The goal is to give media buyers the ability to bid on and
win inventory at the most reasonable price, while letting
publishers maximize their revenue over the long run.
Essentially, it means minimizing the ‘tech tax.’ This
necessitates measuring the value provided by each step
along the purchase path, and trimming the bloated fee
layer between brands and advertisers.

Given the significant overlap between available inventory
across most exchanges, it’s increasingly important to
differentiate the value proposition of one compared to
the other based on something other than cost.
Exchanges now have table stakes of being fraud free,
having global direct publisher scale, selling brand safe
inventory, enforcing ads.txt, being transparent with fee
structure, and offering sufficient technical infrastructure
to provide a satisfactory purchase experience. The
problem being solved with supply path optimization is
that there are now so many programmatic auction layers
and inventory duplication through header auctions, there
are now 10 different ways to access the same inventory,
each one possessing a different fee burden. Because 1st

price auctions make fees far more transparent, it’s much
easier to compare one service provider to another and
cut out ones that are charging too much compared to
peers.

This paring down of the tech tax has not been subtle. The
impact of the push to minimize fees can be seen from
OpenX’s mass layoffs and business strategy transition at
the end of last year, to Rubicon Project burning through
cash to stay afloat as customers questioned their fee
transparency. It can be seen in Index Exchange’s auction
policy shifts, to AppNexus’s move into the Xandr
mothership. These are the good outcomes from larger
players fighting over market share. There are also many
casualties of fee squeezing, including Optimatic, Gamut
Media, and Centro, among others.

There are some additional services arising in the wake of
this pressure to reduce fees. This includes path mapping
services like Amino, who can more clearly show
impression level insights about purchases to better audit
the fees going into each part of the supply path. This isn’t
brands squeezing the tech fee layer by replacing it with
other services, however. The amount by which supply
path optimization and fee auditing can squeeze fees on a
percentage basis is far beyond the price of a few services
to track programmatic operations.

Over time, like all mature industries, programmatic
advertising is going through a maturation process. With
limited options for differentiation, exchanges and SSPs
will compete primarily on price and convenience, causing
a multi-year decrease in margins.

8
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A Smart Contract is an Enforced Contract
Fee transparency in the supply path is important, but
even more than that, it is important for both brands and
publishers to maintain confidence in a complicated
environment that agreements and contracts are being
followed. Programmatic advertising, and marketing in
general, has become extremely complex, and contracts
are difficult to monitor and enforce. That means that
tech companies can occasionally hide their strategies
from partners and clients, and use questionable tactics
to potentially increase take without anybody noticing.
That’s where smart contracts come into play.

Brands and their agencies execute programmatic
campaigns with a list of terms and conditions, and the
reality is that in digital advertising the contracts and
deals are so numerous that nobody is checking them.
Advertisers make a deal with a digital publisher and the
contract states that the publisher will deliver a certain
number of impressions to a certain list of users in a
certain geographic area, at a certain time and with a
certain frequency cap. In most cases because of the
difficult logistics of verifying everything, a brand has to
take a site’s word for it.

In order to check for themselves, a brand typically has to
pull a large number of reports from a large number of
platforms and stitch it all together, and do that on a
regular basis. As a result, a bad actor could send those
impressions anywhere with no penalty. A smart contract
company at its most basic level is able to check that
terms and conditions of contracts are met in real time
and verify that all campaigns are proceeding according
to the expectations of both sides (smart auditing).

Smart contract providers are valuable because they are
linking up multiple platforms through API connections,
and connecting DSPs, 3rd party verification providers,
publishers, exchanges, and buy side platforms, and
making it so that all those platforms can speak to each
other. It allows for automatic reconciliations of bookings
and billings and ensure that ads were delivered when
they’re meant to be delivered. In addition, because the
contract terms and legal enforcement of those terms are
embedded within the contract themselves, they can be
transferred between parties as advertising futures
markets of sorts, with the smart contract exchange
acting as the equivalent of the clearinghouse in financial
markets (e.g. NYIAX).

It might sound like with all the concern around fraud,
non-viewable impressions, undisclosed fees,
unaccountable partners and unenforced contracts, that
it would be easier for brands to just concentrate their
spend in private marketplaces where they have far more
control and visibility around who is executing and how.
The issue is that the internet continues to grow, and with
every passing year there is a larger and larger
fragmented long tail of consumers spread across more
and more websites. If a brand wants to find their
audience in totality, they are going to need to engage
with sites beyond the top tier of premium publishers, and
walled gardens, and that means the open exchange.

The more constraints a brand puts on a programmatic
line item, the less scale it is going to have. If a brand has
a database of high value audience cookies that are very
likely to convert, they don’t care where those consumers
are found, the advertiser wants to ensure those
consumers are being exposed to their campaign. Finding
someone who is right is far more valuable than finding
someone in the right place. A brand can not restrict
themselves to a certain PMP or a specific site or
geography, they have to search for those users wherever
they’re consuming media. Fewer restrictions means more
scale, and as brands move into safer environments with
more controls, they’re sacrificing scale.

The open exchange remains less safe than the private
marketplace environment, but it is a long way from the
open exchange of 2010; with the closing of most ad
networks, and wide adoption of ads.txt among other
things, the open exchange is far more likely to see
brands buying what they think they’re buying for a fair
price. In the past two years alone, programmatic display
ad fraud has dropped from 23% of impressions, to 9% of
impressions, and is now very similar to the fraud risk of
publisher direct inventory.

Source: Integral Ad Science
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Transparency Winners / Losers
Cleaning up the programmatic ecosystem is good for
both brands and publishers. That being said, initially the
most value is likely to accrue to publishers because more
campaign money will make its way through the network
of ad tech platforms and get through to them.

Furthermore, while the losers of controls on fraud and
resellers are clearly the bad actor intermediaries that will
be squeezed out of the marketplace, the impact of the
maturation of the programmatic ecosystem and the

resulting squeeze on margins is not as one dimensional.
There have been many marketplace participants that
have had to change business model or downsize as a
result of the pressure on margins, and there will
undoubtedly be more consolidation in the ad tech space.
At the other end of the process, however, there will
emerge several much larger players that may have
diminished margins, but also far greater scale and
influence.

Publishers are going to not only see higher yield through
receiving a greater share of brand advertising dollars, but
prices will also increase. Controls in the marketplace have
the effect of significantly reducing available inventory.

Brands may benefit to a lesser degree than publishers, but
they’re also going to see gains from the reduction in the
tech tax. Furthermore, as fraud rates are compressed
towards zero, programmatic becomes even more attractive.

DSPs with sufficient scale to withstand margin compression
will find themselves in a far less crowded programmatic
landscape in the years to come; top DSPs include
DoubleClick, The Trade Desk, and MediaMath. In the very
long run, it’s possible that margin compression reverses as
smaller competitors fall by the wayside.

Ad Tech companies are going to feel the squeeze on margins
that come in every mature industry. The writing is probably
on the wall for all but the top five players in the tech stack, as
lower margins are only weathered with volume.

Fraudulent Sites will be squeezed out of the ecosystem by
publishers adopting ads.txt, as well as by brands ensuring
they’re only paying premium video CPMs for premium video
inventory after ads.cert is implemented.

Resellers and Arbitrageurs will find it increasingly difficult
to insert themselves into the programmatic transaction
process. Brands are increasingly savvy about taking the
shortest path to a publisher in a programmatic campaign,
and there are more and more automated services to
measure the added contribution of each player along that
path.
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Is something wrong with the programmatic ecosystem? If
so, what can be done to solve those problems?

The root cause of the problems in the current
programmatic ecosystem is a lack of primary market
participants. The convoluted nature of most
programmatic transactions opens the door to bad actors,
excess fees, breaches of contract, and confusion.
Allowing brands and publishers to transact directly in a
standard way with full transparency is the solution,
especially if those controls can be scaled up to the size of
the current programmatic marketplace.

What is a smart contract? What does it allow brands or
media owners to do that could not be done before?

Smart contracts are the next wave of automation in
advertising. They enable contract and deal terms to be
automated under a pre-defended set of rules. In addition
to the automation, smart contracts allow for the parts of
legal agreements that can be digitized and automated to
be more easily checked and enforced. Simply put, smart
contracts are the next wave of automation, and are a
critical step towards inserting trust and accountability
into advertising.

Bad actors have historically found a way to circumvent
ad tech safety controls. What makes this time different?

Because smart contracts leverage blockchain technology
and operate within blockchain ecosystems, the parties to
a contract are required to operate within the defined
rules of that system. If they do not, the actions they take
are not included in the blockchain ledger and verified.
Because payment is tied to the contract terms being met,
breaching the contract is significantly more difficult than
breaching a standard contract. In addition, security is
built into the smart contract protocol from the ground up
rather than being bolted on like what was done with the
initial protocols of the internet.

What is digital upfront buying? How does NYIAX’s
technology allow for that, and what new opportunities
does digital upfront buying provide to brands or
publishers?

Digital upfront buying isn't all that different than what we
traditionally consider upfront buying. It is negotiating
your media contracts with preferred partners, and
committing to buy large blocks of inventory in return for
preferred pricing or deal terms. Our marketplace makes
upfronts available every day by allowing publishers to list
specific future inventory as far into the future as they
like. With NYIAX, publishers don't list "remnant" or lower
value inventory and give it to the highest bidder. They
can make their most premium inventory available to
select partners or an open market. This will organically
lead into a futures media market once smart contracts
become more familiar and commonplace in advertising.

Many NYIAX initiatives sound like they’re designed to
increase buyer and seller control over how advertising
transactions work. Is there still a place for the open
programmatic exchange?

We believe that an upfront exchange is a key new
innovation that is complementary to the RTB automation
that has been prevalent during the last wave of
automation.

It sounds like NYIAX is trying to make advertising
exchanges more like financial exchanges (not surprising
given its pedigree). If successful, what will that mean for
the advertising economy in the long run?

When we introduce more fanatical rigor to the
ecosystem, and the structure and certainty that smart
contracts can provide, brands and publishers will feel
more comfortable treating smart contracts as self-
contained agreements rather than the framework of
agreements between two specific parties. As that trust in
contracts and trading increases, the overall capital flow
in the advertising market will increase. Our main goal is
to increase the size of the market and not just move
spend from one channel to another.

Luke Stillman
SVP, Digital
Intelligence, 

MAGNA

Richard Bush, 
President, NYIAX
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The On-Demand TV Spending Opportunity
Consumers have made a significant behavioral shift from
linear television to on-demand TV. Ad spend typically
follows consumer time spent at a slight lag, and the
greatest opportunities for ad spending growth are the
areas where there is the greatest difference between the
share of time that consumers spend with a media format,
and the share of budgets that are flowing to it. Anytime
there’s a new medium whether web, mobile, social, or
something else, there is a slingshot effect when eyes get
far enough ahead of spending to be egregious.

Mobile advertising spending has finally caught up to
consumer time spent on mobile devices, with both

representing around ~40% of the total pie. On-demand
TV, on the other hand, represents 12% of total consumer
time spent, but just 2% of budgets. This is significantly up
from last year’s 1% of budgets, but there is still a huge
gap there, and that’s why on-demand TV, and OTT
specifically, has the largest growth potential in the
intermediate term.

On-demand TV also has the benefit of being more
flexible, and more easily harmonized with digital device
graphs. That allows for more seamless delivery of an ad
experience that is personalized, relevant, seamless,
engaging, and actionable.

Time Spent with Media 2019 Time vs. Spend by Device

Linear 
Television

Desktop / 
Laptop

Other
(Print + Radio)

On-Demand 
TV

Mobile

2019 Time Spent Share (%)

21 12 7 42 17

29 17 41 122

2019 Ad Spend Share (%)

Source: MAGNA, Nielsen

Much of that on-demand television is streamed over the
internet. Over the next few years, that share will grow
larger and larger, and eventually the delivery mechanism
difference between cable/satellite and digital will be
somewhat pedantic, especially as 5G set top boxes are
rolled out to consumers. Eventually, there will be no
choice but to have all video content delivered via IP.

Digital infrastructure means that many of the same
technologies that are used on PC and Mobile can more
easily translate to television screens, however. This
includes leveraging consumer data for targeting and one-
to-one conversations and segmentation.
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OTT Establishes its Dominance vs. the STB
Consumer access to video content on television screens
has shifted significantly as well. Traditional MVPD
subscribers are eroding, and will continue to erode, as
more and more consumers cut the cord. Some of this will
be cushioned by skinny bundles and vMVPD
subscriptions, but the bulk of shifting viewing is going
into app-like OTT environments. Whether consumers are
streaming linear content, or accessing SVOD services,
the ability to deliver targeted advertising is streamlined
on digitally delivered infrastructure.

There is also a fight for control of which provider can
deliver what content and which services to consumers.
The video delivery landscape includes media owners,
distribution companies (whether CTV or MVPD), ACR
systems like Gracenote, creative solutions like Brightline,
and brands.

MVPDs still control a (shrinking) majority of content
delivery systems to consumers, but the set top box is not

as well suited for today’s video advertising landscape as
compared to a connected television. Delivering
addressable advertising through a set top box requires
band-aids, paper clips, and workarounds. Whether this
transition away from set top boxes and to fully digital
video delivery infrastructure is allowed to happen will
depend on whether MVPDs can successfully defend their
turf. The next few years will see a delicate dance
between the power brokers in the TV video landscape,
namely content creators, distribution networks, and
brands.

Finally, when looking at the total addressable landscape,
it doesn’t just include all TV subscribers and all OTT
subscribers. Not only are many set top boxes still un-
upgraded and unavailable for addressable campaigns,
but also there are plenty of OTT video platforms who still
sell much of their inventory on demo guarantees or total
viewers rather than on an audience-first addressable
basis.

123 

98 

2 

28 

126 

86 

11 

63 

132 

66 

26 

85 

Total Households Total Traditional MVPD Subs Virtual MVPD Subs Total OTT Subs

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

55 58 
69 

85 

63 

98 

STB Addressable Homes Total Addressable Homes

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Source: MAGNA, Nielsen, FCC, Public Information

Addressable Homes Breakdown (Millions of Homes)

Household Video Access Breakdown (Millions of Homes)
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Total addressable homes have 
increased to nearly as many 
total homes as traditional linear 
television subscribers (85 
million vs. 86 million in 2019). 
There is substantial overlap 
between STB subscribers and 
OTT users, but OTT will 
increasingly take over from 
linear STB as the primary 
addressable access point to 
consumers. 
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Audience Targeting on TV Gaining Traction
Addressable advertising (individual ad insertion on TV)
has struggled for some time to get off the ground. That is
for several reasons. First, there were issues of scale.
When a campaign is executed on addressable television
today, brands are not partnering with a certain provider
and their subscriber base. Instead, brands are going to
Dish, and Xandr, and NCC, and Roku, and Hulu, and
SpotX, and any number of other providers. Today’s 85
million total addressable homes compares to 86 million
total traditional MVPD subscribing households.

In addition, for a long time addressable advertising had
an unfavorable cost profile. Providers would push an
eCPM approach. For example, if an automaker wanted to
reach luxury auto intenders, they could achieve a lower
cost through addressable advertising. The issue was that
many brands still buy on an age/gender basis, and many
brands still use volume based success metrics, and many
brands don’t see waste as valueless. For this reason,
addressable advertising’s cost premium was consistently
too high. While it remains more expensive (as does every
campaign augmenting technology), the gap is not nearly
as severe as it has been in years past.

Not only has addressable advertising finally gained
significant traction, but also the balance of power is
shifting towards digital delivery via OTT. The size is
significantly higher than total spending on STB
addressable, and growth will be significantly higher for
the foreseeable future.

39%

15%16%

5%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

OTT Growth

STB Addressable
Growth

885

1,230

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

3,792 

8,601 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

18%

26%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Source: MAGNA

3,178 

8,886 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

OTT Spending ($ Millions)

Growth by Video Method (%)STB Addressable Spend ($ Millions)

TV Addressable Spend ($ Millions)Addressable Share of Local Cable
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(Definition: Local Cable & STB VOD)

(Definition: STB Addressable + OTT Sold 
on an Addressable Basis)
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OTT and CTV-Based Addressability 
Cleaning up the programmatic ecosystem will not be the
only result of the new peak data landscape. Brands will
also look to leverage the existing data and technology
they have for TV. This is already happening in
addressable and OTT as laid out on the previous pages.
There is still a tremendous amount of potential spending
that is out of reach to addressability, however.

Looking at all ad spending on the television set, local
cable TV and OTT (the video formats allowing for 1:1
addressability on a technical basis) still only represent
~14% of total advertising spending. The remainder –
national broadcast, national cable, and local broadcast –
makes up the lion’s share of total television spending. If
addressability on TV is going to break out the same way
that addressability in digital has, it’s going to require
unlocking national inventory for individual ad insertion.

There are several initiatives (detailed below) aimed at
solving the technology requirements for unlocking
national TV to addressable methods. This isn’t new, as
Project Canoe (launched in 2008) was a joint effort
among all major cable companies in the US to deliver
targeted ads over STB tech beyond local cable. The
primary hurdle (then, and now) has been the reluctance
of content providers to cede more power to MVPDs. With
the expansion of the CTV base and the option to send
creative overlays to individual sets over the top, there is
now a separate path to the consumer for national
broadcasters that circumvents the set top box
addressable method.

One key factor that will determine how quickly
technological tests become a reality is how well
platforms can maintain the consumer experience.
Consumers have shown receptivity to relevant
advertising, but not if it comes at the expense of their
viewing experience. Samsung’s previous forays into
overlay technology resulted in projecting ads over
content. Vizio had issues around ensuring legal opt-in
from consumers and ensuring all data usage is with
permission. Consumers already are resentful of annoying
ads in digital media, but they’re used to TV being a
seamless experience with a clear separation between
commercials and content. Ensuring an experience that is
up to the standards of television that consumers have
come to expect will be critical for the effectiveness,
adoption and long-term viability of addressable overlay
technologies.

National
TV + Local 
Broadcast

Local
Cable TV

OTT
86%

Video Ad Spending Breakdown 2019

Project OARNielsen Ad Insertion Initiative
Nielsen is sponsoring an initiative to test dynamic ad
insertion in live linear national broadcast TV. They have
partnered with CBS, A&E, MediaTek, along with utilizing
their Gracenote product for ACR, to dynamically insert
creative into live linear TV.

The primary purpose of the pilot program will be to ensure
the user experience is frame accurate, and
indistinguishable from other live ads. In addition, are there
minimum bandwidth requirements for a seamless
consumer experience? What happens if a user pauses a
live replacement ad? What is the required lead time for
creative fingerprinting? What is the impact of variable ad
time in live sports and news? Does pod position impact
ACR? What measurement and reporting data is available
and what other issues are there that need to be ironed out
before commercial roll out? These are just some of the
hurdles that remain between where national TV is now and
where it needs to be to unlock addressable advertising.

Project OAR is a Vizio-led initiative that includes Disney
(ABC, ESPN, Freeform), Freewheel, NBC Universal,
Discovery, CBS, Xandr, Turner, Hearst Television, and
AMC Networks. In addition, ACR will be provided by Vizio-
owned Inscape. The purpose is to create standards for
dynamic ad insertion in linear TV beyond local cable. The
standards will be fully open and universal and allow for
different tech partners and different media owners in the
future depending on the campaign, but with the same
standards so that each campaign can be technologically
interchangeable.

The consortium aims to have a working product demo mid-
2019, with full deployment aimed at 2020. Because Vizio
only represents a slice of the CTV market, the long term
adoption of open standards in the dynamic addressable TV
space will depend on a push from brands and willingness to
cooperate from other CTV providers.

Source: MAGNA
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Total: $63 Billion
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Creative Personalization at Scale
Brands will also pivot to leveraging the existing trove of
consumer data not just to target the best inventory, but
also to improve creative. This will take place both on PC
and mobile, where creative personalization options are
expanding from very basic DCO (Dynamic Creative
Optimization) technology, to creative versioning in
video. This will all be augmented by the expanding
breadth of consumer data used to cater ad experiences.
It will also occur on connected television sets, where new
augmented ad experiences are available in OTT that
create a more compelling user experience and a host of
measurement improvements.

In digital, dynamic creative optimization (DCO) has been
used for several years. In this process, banner
advertising components are assembled on the fly, and
the best performing versions of the ad are the ones that
are delivered more frequently, optimizing based on
consumer actions. The features that change include
colors, sizes, messaging, product offers, and calls to
action, among other features.

The versions that are delivered are optimized around
what consumers respond best to, rather than
information known about each specific consumer and
their point in their consumption journey. This is still
extremely valuable technology, and it is still underutilized
by most brands already executing programmatically
(adding DCO on top of a programmatic execution is a
marginal incremental cost compared to typical results).

Dynamic creative optimization is primarily used for
retargeting at the very bottom of the funnel. DCO is no
longer the cutting edge of creative personalization in
digital, however.

That honor goes to using dynamic creative for advanced
personalization. The last mile of programmatic
technology can be leveraged to use data and attributes
to identify a high value audience and not just purchase
the impression where they are viewing media, but hitting
them with the correct message out of dozens, or
hundreds, or thousands of potential messaging
permutations. While this is still focused on driving
actions, measurement can also include engagement
through Millward Brown surveys, footfall attribution, and
more, to tie engagement to sales.

If dynamic creative optimization is used by only a small
fraction of campaigns, advanced personalization is used
by even fewer at this stage. The tools are in place in
many areas, though. Facebook has a dynamic creative
solution. YouTube has its directors mix, DoubleClick has
DB360 and DoubleClick Studios, and even some
publishers like Time Inc. or Conde Nast have partnered
with a dynamic creative exchange solution to offer
integrated addressable messaging solutions.

Experimentations in Enhanced Consumer Advertising Experiences

Source: MAGNA, IPG Media Lab

The MAGNA Media Lab has many studies that support
that consumers engage more fully with enhanced ad
formats:

Why, then, is technology so underutilized on the creative 
front? Creative personalization is used in less than 2% of 
total campaigns. Part of the issue is one of comparison -
most dynamic creative opportunities are lower in the ad 
funnel, where cost efficiencies are the most critical and 
the most scrutinized. There is a premium on dynamic 
creative CPM delivery via ad tech platforms of 10-20%. 
These costs can be a difference maker when the 
alternative is investing in incrementally effective laser 
targeting on the inventory front. 

Why should creative personalization turn the corner 
now, then, when it didn’t a few years ago? Firstly, as 
with all innovations, the cost premium has compressed 
from when these same opportunities first entered the 
advertising economy. In addition, given the regulatory 
environment, it will be increasingly difficult to keep 
targeting more precisely. Even a basic form of consumer 
targeting data can yield tremendous results when 
enhancing the creative experience, however. 

Interactive Advertising: 47% lift in time 
spent with ad; 38% increase in brand 
recall; cost per recall 52% better. 

Camera Lens Advertising: 32% more 
engaging than pre-roll video; 4x 
increased retention vs. pre-roll.

Haptic Advertising: 46% increase in brand 
excitement; 62% increase in brand 
connection, 50% lift in favorability. 
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What You Do > Who You Are
One of the most important tenets of creative
personalization is that your behavior is more important
than who you are. Being a male age 29-44 with a high
income makes one far less likely to be a luxury auto
purchaser than having visited a luxury auto website, or
searching for information about new cars.

Data being used to cater creative before it is delivered
includes behavioral data i.e. what a consumer has done,
interest data i.e. what a consumer is buying and learning
about, and signal data i.e. what is happening at the
moment, whether it be local offers, weather, or
something else.

Furthermore, when creative personalization is used to
make iterations of a video commercial, the dynamic
elements are not the most polished elements of the
video. Typically a dynamically generated video ad has
several components that match throughout the video,
interspersed with varying messaging overlays, offerings,
product highlights, and more. What results is essentially
a hybrid between video creative and static creative.
However, as with most advertising, having the right
offering to the right person is far more important than a
polished ad experience. It doesn’t matter to the
consumer that something is the perfect production, as
long as it’s for the right product at the right time.

One critical factor to consider when thinking about the
expansion of dynamic creative advertising, is that the
constant cost and measurement pressures of today’s
advertising economy are forcing brands to focus further
down the funnel. Because CMOs must show direct

connections between ad dollars and sales, brands have
focused on lower funnel activity where it’s easier to
quantify results.

This pressure has shifted significant portions of total
advertising spend to lower funnel activities in campaigns
focused on actions more than awareness. Twenty years
ago, less than 1/5 of the total advertising market was
focused on driving consumer actions. That is nearly 1/3
of total budgets today. That doesn’t even consider the
fact that this analysis excludes search advertising, the
lowest, most direct bottom of the funnel advertising
format (the growth of search advertising since 2000
would overwhelm any other developments displayed in
the charts below). This is a result of those marketer
pressures to consistently deliver measurable results, but
also because there are so many more opportunities for
lower funnel advertising as consumers incrementally
shift to digital formats.

Because more marketing spend is going to the lower
portions of the funnel, leveraging data to modify creative
to better drive actions makes increasing sense. In those
areas not only are brands already using all the required
technology and leveraging all the required data for
impression selection, but also the impact is going to be
greater when creative is modified because these are the
consumers where brands know the most about them and
their situation and what they’re in the market for.

Ad Spend Share by Strategy (%)Lower Funnel Spending ($ Billions)

Source: MAGNA; Lower funnel and ad share analysis excludes 
search advertising. 
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29 
34 

53 

2000 2010 2019

82% 78% 69%

18% 22% 31%

2000 2010 2019

Action / Lower Funnel Advertising

Awareness / Upper Funnel Advertising
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Dynamic Video Creative Production
Creative personalization on PC & Mobile is far more
about augmenting the inventory and personalization
capabilities already being leveraged for programmatic
campaigns. The biggest innovation is the ability to make
multiple video creative iterations based on consumer
data. Using variables like time, date, weather, geo,
exposure to media, user databases, sales information,
and more, hundreds of thousands of videos can be
created for a single campaign that are catered to

maximize personalization and therefore engagement.

Video personalization comes from at the more basic level
changing the messaging through overlays. These can
include retail offers, financing offers, conversion
prompts, calls to action, and more. More advanced
personalization involves changing the storyboard
(inserting different variable scenes into a video).

The All New Car!

Test Drive at 
your Local 

Dealer Today!

For Weekend 
Warriors!

Get Out of the 
Rain and Into 
Your New Car!

For Rebels 
and Racers

Take Your 
Family for a 
Luxury Spin

For Weekend 
Warriors!

Data 
Inputs

Building Personalized Video Creative

Although almost all creative personalization is
targeted at the lower half of the advertising
funnel, it is typically used for slightly less direct
action oriented KPIs as static banners or static
social newsfeed impressions. For this reason,
brands frequently take what they have identified
as high value audiences, and attempt to use
additional data signals to ensure the video is
speaking in a voice that each consumer will find
more authentic, relevant, and engaging.

Because the incremental features used to make
iterations of a video are very simple (overlays,
local messaging, standalone text on screen,
etc.), the additional creative cost to make
multiple iterations is very small and there is no
incremental technological requirement over and
above the ability to make a single regular video
ad creative on its own.
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Enhancing Personalization on CTVs
Unlike PC and mobile where almost every campaign is
hyper-targeted, there is far less targeting on connected
television and OTT streaming. For this reason,
technology to personalize creative on CTV is less about
finding the exact message that will spur a consumer to
immediate action, and more about making the
experience more relevant, engaging, and impactful.

The same data inputs and triggers are used, but rather
than offering all consumers tightly related variants of a
single video ad, CTV enhanced creative can take
different forms depending on whether the campaign goal
is engagement, targeting, shoppability, or more.

There are multiple types of enhanced ads that brands
can leverage, and which one is used depends on a host of
predefined data signals that bucket consumers as likely
to buy, competitor customers, considering, or an infinite
number of nuanced definitions. Because many OTT
experiences have ad breaks anyway, giving consumers
something to engage with during those breaks can not
only be effective and compelling, but also providing
additional value to a consumer.

While these are some examples of enhanced creative 
types available on connected televisions, there are plenty 
of variations. These include dynamic expandable 
advertisements, video extenders i.e. ‘watch more,’ 
dynamic video selectors (choose which of these videos 
you want to see for an ad), transactable overlays where 
a consumer can begin shopping direct from the TV with 
personalized offers, and many more. 

Furthermore, personalization can be used to add specific 
dynamic calls to action i.e. buy now, learn more, save 
now, and leverage specific moments, such as wake 
up/bedtime routines, winter/summon months for some 
products, UV index for others, retailer locations for 
geolocation, harmonize with free standing print inserts 
in-market, and many more. 

Not surprisingly, results were significantly higher from 
personalized and enhanced creative, including recall 
increases of 51% for interactive overlays, and 24% 
improvements in foot traffic. 

Connected TV Enhanced Creative

Branded Overlay: Leverage data to create new 
personalized ad opportunities within the context of a 
general advertising break. 

Super Allergy 
Medicine!

Super Allergy 
Medicine!Super Allergy 

Medicine!

Cat Allergies? 
Shop Now!

Seasonal 
Allergies?
Send Info to 

Mobile

Explore Our 
Allergy Products!

Cross Device Info: Send information
about a product or brand to a mobile
device to continue the conversation. 

Immersive Experience: Explore a full personalized 
product lineup, see specials and offers, explore or have 
fun with a brand. 
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Enhanced OTT in Action
The full suite of enhanced ad experiences on OTT are still
being created and explored. Different KPIs, data sets,
creative assets, and content environments lend

themselves to different formats. Below are a few real life
examples in action.
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Localized Overlay: One way of leveraging basic 
location, weather, or audience segment data is by 
combining regular high-production value TV-creative 
with information-rich localized overlays (in this case a 
dealer locator). This style of creative can also be used 
to drive different actions, or even offer savings. 

In-Stream Interactions: Creative that offers an
enhanced and interactive experience to augment user
involvement can be done seamlessly in existing 
commercial breaks. In this case, that results in custom 
car color exploration, or a 360 degree car model
interaction. These type of enhancements also have 
the benefit of being extremely low-requirement on the
creative side.

Full-screen microsites: Viewers can choose to leave
the standard stream experience and go to a full-
screen immersive experience featuring robust and 
long-form brand content. In this instance that takes 
the form of a customized video carousel with 
additional branding material. 

Source: BrightLine, Public Sources

35

28 27
25

19 18

11

6 6
3 3

Install Base / User Scale (Millions)

The chart of install bases above compares several
different metrics, whether install base of devices,
subscribers across multiple device types, or linear
TV/VOD subscribers. The point is to give a sense for the
scale of some of the operators, and to emphasize how
CTV manufacturers and OTT providers represent some of

the largest groupings of viewers. This means that
technology solutions on those platforms, such as
enhanced and personalized creative for OTT, will
continue to be a focus for tech development because it
represents a large and increasing share of consumer
viewing.
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Personalized Creative Benefits Most Brands
Brands need to focus on not overdoing it when engaging
with personalized creative, especially on video. Treading
the line between valuable additional capabilities and an
enhanced experience, and intrusive and annoying
advertising, can be tough. Consumers have shown in
digital media that they have disdain for blatantly
targeted advertisements, and also disruptive
experiences. Consumers all state that targeting is
annoying, unless it’s something that they’re in the
market for, in which case campaigns perform
tremendously and it’s a great consumer experience.

This is likely going to hold true for OTT as it starts
carrying personalized creative and enhanced ad formats.
Consumers like having control and agency over the ad
experience. However, if consumers are not missing out
on anything during un-skippable ad breaks, consumers
have shown the desire to interact with a new and
redefined TV experience.

Furthermore, because many of the enhanced creative
formats are such that the intrusiveness is minimal
without a consumer doing something like entering
information, or clicking a button, consumers can self-
select into the enhanced experience. In addition, if you
look at the most successful ad formats over the past
decade in digital, it is primarily formats where the
consumer has some agency over the experience.
YouTube TrueView has the option to skip, so consumers
that watch beyond the skipping point have self selected
into a much more likely bucket of consumers. Search has
shown tremendous scale and that’s an area where
consumers control the inputs. Social media the things
that are inserted into the newsfeed are strongly
correlated to a user’s network and interests. If the same
type of experience can be leveraged on OTT, then it’s
likely to come down on the beneficial side of the
spectrum.

Who should engage with dynamic creative ad formats or
enhanced creative on OTT? There is a cost premium
although it’s not prohibitive (~20%, not 50-100% as it
was in past years), so a brand with a single product that
is targeted to everybody would possibly not get enough
value. Outside of that, however, almost every brand has
some data that they use for targeting, and some
diversification in their product lines, where they can
leverage targeted creative.

There are two types of advertisers in particular that are
best suited for creative personalization, however:

Action Oriented KPIs:

Brands who operate low in
the funnel see tremendous
gains by engaging with
creative personalization.
Not only are those brands
already using all the required
data and many of the
required tech platforms they will need, but also the
impact is going to be greater because these are the
consumers where brands know the most about them and
where the likelihood of them engaging is the highest and
campaign performance increases will be the largest. This
can hold true for finance, retail, or even auto and CPG
brands.

Multiple Product Lines:

The other key brand for
personalized creative is a
brand with multiple product
lines, even if they’re
focused on upper funnel
brand advertising. This is
especially true for brands
trying to manage the
migration of consumers
moving from one portion of the product line to another,
catering creative designed to keep all customers within
the overall company portfolio. This can also be useful for
consumers who are customers for certain elements of
the brand portfolio, but who are loyal to a competitor in
other portions of the brand portfolio. Using that data to
leverage potential affinity to the company for
conquesting can be extremely valuable. This is especially
true for CPG, and food & beverage brands.

Adopting an audience-first media strategy which focuses
around precision marketing and a person/place/moment
framework is something that many brands have been
moving towards, and it is the perfect structure for
personalized creative. Creative that has different goals
or objectives, multiple media touchpoints, multiple
products, and multiple reasons to believe, is the perfect
structure for dynamic creative. Campaigns featuring 2 or
more products also result in significant efficiencies in
cost to develop which can mitigate even the minor cost
of personalization.

Best Candidates for Creative Personalization and Enhanced Creative
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Luke Stillman
SVP, Digital
Intelligence, 

MAGNA

Robert Aksman,
Founder, Chief Strategy 

Officer, BrightLine

Technology has transformed the TV landscape dramatically
over the past few years. Has this extended to TV creative?

TV has evolved dramatically thanks to connected devices
enabling personalized, on-demand, and engaging content
experiences. BrightLine’s mission is to make sure that the
ad experience keeps pace. As TV continues its inevitable
migration to streaming, the TV ad experience will evolve at
an increasingly rapid clip.

What new advertising capabilities does Brightline open up
for advertisers on television?

BrightLine’s technology allows advertisers to run dynamic,
addressable, interactive, and sequenced advertising
experiences within their connected TVs. The historic notion
of a commercial being “static” and “15 or 30 seconds” has
been shattered. The TV ad experience has been redefined
with opportunities for viewers to self-select into extended
ad experiences, micro-interactions that maximize attention,
or even take direct actions like purchasing.

Consumers have pushed back on intrusive ads in digital; are
they receptive to more interactive ads in their TV
experience? What makes a good TV advertising experience
compared to a bad one?

Thankfully, I think as an industry we’ve learned from the
mistakes of “digital”, and are only bringing forward the best
of what digital had to offer – leaving the worst behind – and
pairing that with the incredible storytelling power and
undivided attention of TV. A good TV ad experience is at
once relevant to the viewer, but also provides some kind of
value or reward to audiences. That value can come in many
forms, whether it be helpful information, additional
content, coupons, or something as simple as a fun and
entertaining interaction. We’re finding that if the ad
experience is crafted with the ideal consumer experience as
the guiding light, then viewers engage at levels that are
unprecedented by “digital” standards.

With the ability to add shoppability and direct response
capabilities to TV advertising experiences, what new
measurement capabilities are unlocked for brands?

With our commerce and direct response oriented ads
formats, viewers are able to request and receive direct
contact from brands, bringing measurability to new levels
as TV becomes synergistically linked to web and mobile
devices. Further, just the raw digitization of TV in general
enables a new crop of digital attribution companies and
methodologies.

New advertising technology on TV sets has been pushed
every year for the past several years, and yet TV
advertising has only changed on the margins. What is
different this time?

The critical difference between the failed attempts at “iTV
ads” of yore, and the those available via connected TVs of
today, is scalability and capability. In the past, there were
severe limitations thanks to legacy cable boxes and
infrastructure not being able to support truly immersive,
next-generation ad experiences. There was also the
challenge of scale, since only the MVPDs were able to make
these ads available, via their own local avails, which flew in
the face of what media buyers wanted. Today, thanks to
connected TVs, EVERY ad can be enhanced or targeted, via
the big national sellers for maximum scale.

What is the biggest hurdle today to all brands engaging with
enhanced TV advertising. How do you see this marketplace
developing over the next three years?

The biggest hurdles is education, getting hands on
experience, and breaking through the muscle memory of
the way TV has historically been done. That applies to
enhanced formats and also advanced targeting. As
viewership via these devices is now well past 10%, and on
its way to an inevitable end point of 100%, those building a
knowledge base today with these advanced features are
going to have a clear edge when the rest of the industry
scrambles to catch up once it tips to a majority in the next 3
years. Forging forward now, building the knowledge base,
best practices, and learning plans for the future of TV ad
experiences is critical since we already know the future of
TV, and it’s streaming.
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Glossary

1st Price Auction: A 1st price auction is one in which the
winning bidder pays their bid price.

2nd Price Auction: A 2nd price auction is one in which the
winning bidder pays 1c more than the 2nd highest bid.

Ads.txt: Ads.txt is a tool created for publishers where they
can publicly declare which partners are authorized to sell
their digital inventory.

Audience Buying (Programmatic TV): Method by which ads
are served to networks/programs/dayparts with the highest
propensity to reach target audience of a campaign. Uses
technology and audience data to deliver incremental reach.

Automated Guaranteed: Transaction in which inventory is
guaranteed and pricing is fixed, with negotiation happening
directly between buyer and seller. Transaction processes are
automated but otherwise match a traditional I/O transaction.

Automation: Using technology to facilitate media
transactions in a way that mirrors traditional transactions in
structure.

Bid Shading: Bid shading is when an advertiser reduces their
bid below what they believe a good or service is worth. Bid
shading is a necessary practice in 1st price auctions.

Clearing Price: The clearing price in an auction is the price
paid by the winning bidder. In a 1st price auction, this is
obvious (they pay their bid price). In a 2nd price auction,
predicting the clearing price can be more opaque especially
with incomplete information.

Consumer Surplus: Consumer surplus is the difference
between the total amount a consumer is willing to pay for
something, and the actual amount they paid. Consumers try
to maximize their consumer surplus by paying the least
possible for a desired good or service.

CRM: Customer relationship management – a system for
managing a company’s interactions with current and future
customers.

Cross-Platform Targeting: Identifying and matching
audiences across devices (desktop, tablet, smartphone, TV,
OOH, etc.)

Deal ID: Unique identifier that associates a transaction with
prearranged agreement details, typically used to increase
information in a transaction or change auction outcome from
strict price criteria.

Deterministic Identification: Using login details to associate
devices with an individual user for the purpose of identifying
a user across all devices through which they access content.

Display-Related: Digital media advertising formats, including
banners, video and social, i.e. all digital advertising formats
except Search. “Display-Related” is the addressable
universe for programmatic development.

DMP: Data Management Platform, a user data store that is
used for the centralization, management and deployment of
a brand’s audience data.

DSP: Demand-Side Platform, tech solution to allow buyers to
access inventory across multiple exchanges and from
multiple media owners.

Dynamic Insertion: The ability to show a specific user a
specific ad, typically because of the characteristics of that
user.

Exchange: Technology platform that facilitates the buying
and selling of ad inventory using various methods of
purchase other than traditional I/O.

First Look: An agreement in which a buyer has priority
access to inventory in an auction environment.

Hash Linking: Associating an identifying tag with a specific
user through a cryptographic function that does not allow
reversing that tag back into the identifying characteristics
for that user. Current best tracking option for protecting
Personally Identifiable Information.

Header Bidding: A unified auction conducted by publishers
outside their primary ad server, which allows advertisers to
sell inventory to the highest bids, regardless of source or
priority in the ad serving waterfall.
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Glossary (Cont.)

Household Addressable (Programmatic TV): Method by
which ads are served directly to the households in which the
target audience resides.

Invitation-Only Auction: Auction environment comparable to
open exchange, except only a select collection of buyers that
have been white-listed by the media owner(s) are allowed to
participate.

I/O: Insertion Order in a direct buy (agency to publisher).
Traditional method of buying media inventory.

Media Owner Cooperative: Partnership between media
owners through which they offer premium inventory in
controlled auction environments; typically affiliated with a
supporting tech platform.

Open Auction: Transaction environment in which any brand
can bid for offered inventory with few if any controls and
little to no transparency.

PMP: Private Marketplace, where either one or a small
handful of media owners offer inventory via programmatic
methods but with either limited invites for specific brands or
pre-arranged pricing.

Private Transaction: Transaction between one buyer and one
seller where each is known to the other.

Probabilistic Identification: Using an algorithm that combines
non-personally identifiable information to associate devices
with an individual user for the purpose of identifying a user
across all devices through which they access content.

Programmatic Buying: The buying and selling of ad inventory
in an automated fashion. In the context of this report, it
encompasses both RTB and non-RTB methods.

Programmatic Direct: A generic term for non-RTB
programmatic transactions that is being replaced by more
specific terms as non-RTB technology matures.

Programmatic Universe: Total banner display spend plus
total video spend.

RTB: Real-Time Bidding, where an impression is offered
through an auction where bid price is the most important
(but not only) characteristic used to select a winning buyer.

SSP: A tech platform used by web publishers to find the most
appropriate available audience and optimize pricing of a
publisher’s inventory.

Statistical Identification: The process of identifying devices
across sessions based on a series of non-personally
identifiable data points and algorithms to narrow these
characteristics to a single or small handful of users.

Thin Auction: A thin auction is one in which there are few
bidders. This results in large gaps between bids, and likely
creates a significant gap in a 2nd price auction between the
top bid and the clearing price.

Traditional Transaction: Any transaction executed through
non-programmatic means.

UDID: Universal Device ID, used to identify specific devices
across sessions and apps.

Unreserved Fixed-Rate: A transaction in which price has
been agreed upon in advance but no guarantees on exact
inventory or impression delivery have been made.

Viewability: Whether or not an impression was on screen for
long enough to count as being viewable. Viewable
impressions are gradually becoming the currency for an
increasing number of campaigns. For a standard banner in
the US, the requirement is that 50% of the pixels be on
screen for at least one second.
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Appendix

The Structure of the Programmatic Ecosystem

Fl
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Advertisers

DSPs Trading Desks Verification & Privacy

Exchanges DMPs & Data Suppliers Measurement & Analytics

SSPs Resellers

Publishers
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• The conclusions in this report were derived from: 
• Anonymous surveys & interviews with companies representing ad tech 

such as Trading Desks, DSPs, SSPs, Exchanges, MVPDs, and other key 
technology players in the rapidly expanding ad tech landscape. 

• Brands and Publishers
• Existing MAGNA research
• Other publicly available information
• Internal Cadreon Resources

• MAGNA’s programmatic market size forecast model 
utilizes data from: 
• Aforementioned surveys & interviews
• Existing MAGNA estimates
• Past digital advertising growth rates
• Regression modeling of various publicly available facts

Methodology
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MAGNA is the centralized IPG Mediabrands resource that develops intelligence, investment and
innovation strategies for agency teams and clients. We utilize our insights, forecasts and strategic
relationships to provide clients with a competitive marketplace advantage.

MAGNA harnesses the aggregate power of all IPG media investments to create leverage in the
market, negotiate preferred pricing and secure premium inventory to drive maximum value for
our clients. The MAGNA Investment and Innovation teams architect go-to-market investment
strategies across all channels including linear television, print, digital and programmatic on behalf
of IPG clients. The team focuses on the use of emerging media opportunities, as well as data and
technology-enabled solutions to drive optimal client performance and business results.

MAGNA Intelligence has set the industry standard for more than 60 years by predicting the future
of media value. The MAGNA Intelligence team produces more than 40 annual reports on audience
trends, media spend and market demand as well as ad effectiveness. To access full reports and
databases or to learn more about our subscription-based research services, contact
forecasting@magnaglobal.com.

IPG Employees can access and download MAGNA reports through the MAGNA Atlas:
https://atlas.magnaglobal.com/

All work is property of MAGNA and cannot be used or reproduced by any person or company for
direct commercial activities without written authorization.

© 2019 MAGNA, New York, NY, USA – All Rights Reserved

About MAGNA

MAGNA Contributors

Author: Luke Stillman
VP, Digital Intelligence
luke.stillman@magnaglobal.com

Editor: Vincent Letang
EVP, Director of Forecasting
vincent.letang@magnaglobal.com
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